
Tollco Water Alarm 
3V, 3 sensors

• Triggers an alarm if water leakage occurs.
• Easy to install.
• Two-year battery life.

Small 
and 

versatile!

Tollco Water Alarm 3V internal sensor reduces the risk of incurring water dam-
age. Place the water alarm under the area to be monitored and it detects if it 
gets water on it. If it gets water on it, it triggers an audio and visual alarm, and 
if it is connected to a central unit, it also sends an alarm there.

The water alarm continuously monitors with its sensors and reacts immedi-
ately if it detects water. Any accompanying external water sensors can be eas-
ily connected to the water alarm via two connectors on either side of the unit. 
The sensors are designed to quickly detect water and send a signal to the unit 
after just a few drops.

The water alarm is powered by 2 AA batteries. Expected battery life is 2 years. 
Check the function every two years by pressing TEST, a beep should sound, 
and the unit should flash red with pulsing beeps after a few seconds.

The water alarm is a perfect complement to Tollco’s floor and appliance 
protection.
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SCAN CODE FOR MORE INFO 
ABOUT THE PRODUCT.
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Product RSK Item no. Dimensions (mm)
Tollco Water Alarm 3V internal sensor 521 40 00 26063102 60x35x90

Suitable for RSK Item no.
Tollco Leakage Circuit Breaker 2,4 GHz 521 67 12 26065403

Extra units RSK Item no.
Water sensor cotton 521 65 82  2230011
Water sensor tape 521 66 12  2230022

Accepterad
monteringsanvisning

2021:1

Sintef TG approved. Made in Sweden. Recommended by insurance companies.
NKB4

EN13828
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